A system of shallow lacustrine basins forms -the floor of the mountain-girt plateau known as the Valley of Mexico. This was the heartland of the Aztec empire. At the time of the Spanish conquest In 1521, the Aztec capital city Tenochtitlan stood on an island in an embayment of Lake Tezcoco (F;g. I). To the south, and screened by a range of volcanic cones, extends a subdivision of the valley, the XochimilcoChalco Basin. The bottom of this basin enconzpasses about 200 square kilometers of flats. Until 70 years ago, when the conzw pletion of drainage works caused the desiccation of most of the area, a continuous tract of marshes, swamps, and lagoons extended on these bottoms from the eastern head of the basin to the natural outlet that led into Lake Tezcoco through the narrows situated between Culhuacan and Huitzilopochco. Since pre-Columbian times, garden plots raised above water -have been built on these swamps. My recent investigation, based on the interpretation of aerial photographs and the inspection on the ground of traces of the old field system, has revealed that the extent of the raised plots in the Xochimilco-Chalco Basin was much greater in the Aztec period than had been recognized (Fig. 2) and raised half a vara above the water llas a farm has many of these ridgess and the farIners circulate in their canoes between thems to tend the crops" (2); "these plots are . e * built upon the land-reclamation water by heaping sod from land and E the research on mud from the lagoon, forming very rstem are impor-narrow strips . . . separated by canals udies of demog-and, as these gardens are raisedl less economy; their than a vara above the water, even withan be seen in out rainfall they bear vigorous maize, ogy.
canals to keep the soil perpetually moist where it counts most, at root level. Permanent irrigation by seepage per mits continuous cultivation on the plotss even through the dry season of the year (Fig. 3) .
The practice of planting in seedbedssaves spaceS since the seedlings can be planted in a little corner of the plot, or in the £armerss backyard, or on the rafts used ill earlier times; it also improves crop yield, since only healthy sprigs are trarlsplanted. The seeding is timed so that the shoots are ready for transplanting immediately a£ter the previous crop has been harvestede Thus the £ertile soil is kept in an intensive cycle o£ pr£zduction.
To keep the plots under continuous cultivation, the ancient chinampa farm ers sustained the fertility of the soil by mucking and manuring, as their descendants still do today. The words for farming practices listed in the 1 6th-century dictionaries of the native (Nahuatl) larlguage, as well as refercaces by contenzporary witnesses, indicate that muckirlg (scooping £rom the surrounding caxlals tnud rich ill organic nutrients a£d-spreading it over the c:hinampa) and rnamlring (with a compost that ;ncluded aquatic weeds and, probably, night .soil too) were common practices ill Aztec hxnes (5) Plot building orl swamps permarlent irrigation, the use of REertilizers pro dllced by the ecosysteln, and plant;ng ln seedbeds (to intensify the cycle of production) were enmeshed in the system of chinampa hertlculturev My project was designed within the conceptual framework of landscape archeology, which is a relatively new discipline pioneered by British archeol egists. The study o£ ancierlt cultural la rlds capes involves the investig atlon Qf a11 man-made features related to what geographers call the organization Qf space. The basic tenet of landscape archeology is thats through the integration of the data on the features of land use that characterized a man-shaped habitat (;ncluding settlement, field systems md hydraulic works, as wel} as the layout of the web of trackways, -causeways, and waterways that ltnked the components of the regiona} system), one can perceive the cultural landscape as a reflection of the interplay between the environment and the techno}ogy, structure, and values of the society that shaped it.
Such a study transcends the ltmttations imposed by the traditiona} approach to 4;sites? as discrete ursits; these units are often conceptuilized as the largest definable entities fit for archeological researche Alsoa although their subject matter overlapsX landscape archeology and studies of settlement patterns diSer in scope, the former being the broader the latter oftenbeing limited (although not by the best practitioners of the art) to analysis of internal structureX functioIlal diSerentiatton, and size and spatlal distribution of towns and villages. The twist that gives meaning to the term landscape archeology is the emphasis it places on the study of civilizationss imprint on the countryside the modificatiorls of the natural en vironment through man's constructive and exploitative activities. Finally, in contrast to environmental archeology, which tends to focus upon the natural aspects of the habitat, the-emphasis of landscape archeology is on man's works SC Because of unending reshaping, the landscape in areas of old civilizations can be pictured as a sort of palimpsest on which the marks of man's efforts to change the natural environment are continually being erased and rewritten, and quite often smudged (6). It is the task of the landscape archeologist to map these marks, to date the features, and to discern the fllnctional and historical relationships among them. The goal of these endeavors is to attain a comprehensive view of the manmade environment of a particular period and to trace the evolution of the landscape its genesis and its fading away as a result of mismanagement, the impact of new technologies, or changing cultural demands upon the environment. of the ancient field system are shown as shadow marks on ground that has not been completely leveled by plowingl (Fig. 4) . Also, the parallax allows one to see on the stereographs the relief of the ridges formed by eroded chinampa strips, the low mounds where the farmhouses stood, and the shallow grooves that reveal the clogged ruts of old canals. Of course, only weed marks produced by the differential growth of plants on the former plot and along the ditches-can be seen on repeatedly plowed surfaces; but it is in these sections that the palimpsest effect created by the overlaying of present field boundaries on the old chinampa grid is most strikingly shown by aerial photography (Fig. 5) . Even without enlargement, the scale of the contact prints (approximately 1: 5000) allows delimitation of separate farm units, through correlation between icolated farmsteads and blocks of chinampa strips, and makes it possible to measure with reasonable accuracy the size of the landholdings. Old maps were consulted too, but none of the early ones helps to plot the extent of swamp reclamation in the Xochimilco-C:halco Basin at the time of the Spanish conquest. The best mid-1 6th-century general chart of the Valley of Mexico (the pictorial map preserved at the University of Uppsala) portrays the tract of marshes and the layout of the main canals across them, as well as the island-towns and the causeways that linked Cuitlahuac to the mainland-but it does not depict the garden plots. The gross acreage of chinampas does not seem to have been delimited on maps until the l9th century, long after the upsetting of the ecosystem had reduced the areas of chinampa horticulture to a fraction of their peak size. Nevertheless, the search through old maps produced important information about hydrologic conditions before they were changed by artificial draining of the basin.
In several maps drafted during the 1 8th and 1 9th centuries, the areas of standing water within the zone of swamps were clearly demarcated. A comparison among different versions made over a 1 20-year period shows general agreement as to extent and location of the pools; these were permanent Ceatures determined by the relief of the area. Obviously the information on water depths is important in my study. It is noteworthy that the distribution of ghosts of ancient chinampas on aerial photographs corresponds to the swamp zone represented on these 18th-and l9th-century maps, but such marks are missing on the old beds of major lagoons where deeper water precluded the building of raised plots.
The indications of past land use that one spots on the aerial photographs have to be identified and dated through the field survey, which must be performed on foot-one misses the "ground truth" when riding in a jeep. Walking over the surface of old chinampas, one can feel, through the soles of one's boots, revealing differences in soil texture or the slight undulations of the ground. This is pedestrian archeology, but it works. On ground that has never been plowed, the raised strips of former chinampas can be seen to form parallel ridges that simulate a huge washboard, but in most places the ridges eroded or have been completely flattened iby plowing after the area has become desiccated (Fig. 6) . In general, the ghosts of the chinampas are outlined by rows of hydrophilic weeds, which thrive along the filled ditches between chinampas, or they may show as soil or moisture marks (depending on the season in which they are observed).
Swamp Dwellers in the Perspective of Time
Although lakeside settlements were numerous and important, it appears that in Aztec times a plurality of chinampa tillers dwelt in the middle of the swamps, rather than on the shore of the mainland. The island-towns of Mizquic, Cuitlahuac, and Xochimilco were mentioned by Cortes in his letters to Emperor Charles V (7). Mizquic was "a small town, completely set upon water," at a distance of "almost two crossbow shots" from the shore; it had no walkways to the mainland. Cuitlahuac {described as "the best-looking small city we have seen") was placed in the center of the basin, thus commanding waterborne transport through the arterial canals along the east-west axis. It was linked to the shores of the mainland to the north and south by causeways that were part of a major land route to Iztapalapa and thence to Tenochtitlan. These causeways still stand. Xochimilco was close to the shore, on the outer side of a slough. Cortes alluded to "a broad causeway" and to bridges spanning "all the entrances to the city." These three towns are still standing on their old sites, and they have adjacent areas of chinampas. In addition, the ruins of Xicco rest on an apparently man-made platform abutting to an abrupt volcanic hill that formed a natural island in the eastern lobe of the basin. Xicco had been an important political center, and, according to native lore, was the mother city of the founders of Cuitlahuac. Besides these island-towns, the watery landscape was dotted with small communities and dispersed farmsteads set on artificial foundations amid the chinampa plots (8). Nowadays, the sites of ancient islet dwellings are marked by low platform mounds and heavy concentrations of crockery. Where the ground has been leveled by plowing, circumscribed deposits of potsherds, and, perchance, a scattering of foundation rocks or lumps of burnt adobe, reveal the ghosts of flattened house mounds (which may also be spotted as soil marks on aerial photographs taken at low altitudes). The fact that these sites are scattered over most of the former swamp zone facilitates the determination of the age of the surrounding chinampas the vestiges can be associated with safely datable dwelling places. The samples of domestic pottery collected on the surface of 50 welldefined house sites were used to this end. The sampling units are broadly distributed within the swampy basin, and the ceramic assemblages are quite uniform in all of the units: the bulk of the material unequivocally dates occupancy to around A.D. 1500. Also, the time indicators show that the pattern of islet dwelling had spread during the span of a few lifetimes. The construction of these mounds was relatively recent: many of the ceramic lots include wares in vogue two or three centuries before the time of the Spanish conquest, but nothing definitely older was found in any of these sites (9). Neither did excavation in the foundations of the man-made island of Cuitlahuac produce any indication of greater antiquity; as it stands, the limited evidence obtained in these test pits dates the earliest construction yet found there to the dawn of the Aztec period. All told (adding observations made all over the area in the course of the ground survey), the data conclusively show that the peak of chinampa expansion was attained during A.D. 1400 to 1600. The distribution plotted on the map (Fig. 2) represents the man-shaped landscape in Aztec times. In historical percpective, the evidence of the oldest ceramic components in samples from islet dwellings indicates that this pattern of dispersed settlement developed during the cycle of expansion initiated at the end of the Toltec period (13th century).
Nevertheless, settlement on manmade isles (presumably surrounded by chinampas) in the middle of the swamps had remote antecedents in this basin. This was conclusively established as the Since the mid 1400's (when unity and stability were achieved under a confederal system that brought to an end a period of conflict between contending city-states), the rulers of the alliance controlled formidable reserves of manpower for engaging in military expansionist adventures, as they did. In this light, it can be said that the material foundations for vAztec imperialism were established by the farmers who had conquered the swamps.
